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OFFERING OVERVIEW

Protecting data and information in today’s hybrid-Cloud ecosystem and remaining compliant is challenging 
but critical. Data is at risk of being manipulated, copied, deleted, altered, stolen, ransomed, or worse. It’s a 
quick and easy financial win for internal and external attackers.

Threats are active in systems for months before discovery so it’s essential that data protection spans the 
enterprise ecosystem. Effective data security requires strategic and tactical solutions across the entire 
lifecycle to monitor and protect data, while aligning to business outcomes.

AVOID LEGISLATIVE FINES AND BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
ConvergeOne Data Security Services ensure data is intact, available, and protected from attackers, inside 
and outside the business. Compliant solutions avoid legislative fines, optimize return on investment and 
maintain customer trust. 

CONVERGEONE DATA SECURITY SERVICES 
ConvergeOne looks at data security through the lens of Prevent, Detect and Recover, and the growing 
needs of the enterprise, attack vectors and business continuity requirements. Deep integration experience 
combined with end-to-end security knowledge and capabilities provide optimized data security at rest, in 
use, or in transit.

 + Data Assurance and Governance gives visibility of, and confirms data is where it’s supposed to be, 
compliant, and of known origin and accuracy.

 + Data Protection safeguards data when shared through: DRM, tokenization, masking, DLP, encryption 
and monitoring.

 + Data Security Lifecycle Management facilitates business continuity with Vaulted data, including 
recovery, backup, archive, migration, retention and destruction.

 + Certificate and key lifecycle management protects data in a hybrid-Cloud extended enterprise 
ecosystems, including certificate and registration authorities.

DATA SECURITY SERVICES 

ENHANCE BUSINESS 
CONTINUITY AND 
REDUCE RISK

SECURE DATA FOR BUSINESS CONTINUITY AND COMPLIANCE  
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ACCELERATE DATA SECURITY
Speak to ConvergeOne today to find out how data security can 
lower business risk. Schedule a consultation now: 
convergeone.com/solutions/cyber-security/data-security

ConvergeOne Advisory, Professional and Managed Services provide support to ensure data protection 
solutions are implemented quickly, configured, managed and optimized to protect business. This ensures 
internal teams have the expertise and time they need to deliver value-add and revenue growth activities 
for the business. 

PROTECTION MUST FOLLOW DATA INTO THE CLOUD
A sizable human services provider migrated several new patient database projects to the cloud. 
ConvergeOne provided a data protection refresh and deployed a comprehensive integrated data protection 
solution to consolidate and simplify the data protection environment to a single solution for all workloads 
in the cloud.

ConvergeOne is ranked a top 10 Security Partner in North America, a Trusted Partner for Cybersecurity 
Solutions, Cloud, and a Cisco Regional Security Partner for 3 years running.

 + Data Assurance and Governance for accountability, data 
tagging, discovery, management, processing and usage.

 + Data Protection methods tools and techniques to protect 
sensitive or confidential data or information from 
unauthorized loss, modification or use.

 + Data Security Lifecycle Management for the creation, 
storing, use, sharing, archiving and destruction of data 

 + Certificate and key lifecycle management for the process of 
key and certificate registration and generation, distribution, 
storage, backup, usage, renewal, expiration, revocation, 
recovery, notification and auditing of keys and digital 
certificates.

Using ConvergeOne’s innovative WAVES methodology, critical gaps, risks and governance challenges can 
be quickly identified, so effective data protection strategic designs and blueprints can be accelerated for: 

https://www.convergeone.com/solutions/cyber-security/data-security#consultation

